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Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

Meeting Summary 

Date/Time: October 8, 2019 ◆ 3:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 
Location:  Valley of the Moon Water District Office, 19039 Bay Street, El Verano 
Contact: Ann DuBay, Sonoma Valley GSA Administrator 

Email: AnnDuBay@scwa.ca.gov   Phone: (707) 524-8378 

MEETING RECAP 
• Fred Allebach, SVGSA Advisory Committee Chair, welcomed all attendees and kicked off

the SVGSA Advisory Committee meeting.
• The meeting agenda and schedules for 2019 and 2020 were reviewed.
• The previous meeting summary for September 2019 was approved unanimously (with

amendments) by Advisory Committee Members to finalize and post.
• Local and regional water supply resiliency was discussed by a panel of Alan Gardner,

Colleen Ferguson and Jay Jasperse, of Valley of the Moon Water District, City of Sonoma
and Sonoma Water, respectively.

• Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water, discussed the main elements of a proposed Proposition
68 grant application being prepared by Sonoma Water staff on behalf of the SVGSA.

• Marcus Trotta and Ann DuBay summarized sustainable management criteria input to
date by the AC, followed by additional AC suggestions.

• Brief Administrator, technical and legislative updates were provided.

SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS 
Action Item Responsible 

Party 
Deadline 

1) Finalize with AC input and post the September
meeting summary on the SVGSA website.

Staff October 2019 

2) Send 2020 meeting schedule to AC for conflict
input. AC members respond with feedback on
possible meeting conflicts.

Staff & 
Advisory 
Committee 

October 2019 

3) Fill in topics and finalize draft 2020 SVGSA
meeting schedule, with AC input from (2).

Staff November 2019 

mailto:AnnDuBay@scwa.ca.gov
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4) Send draft proposed grant elements
document to AC in Word for input with track
changes “on”.

Staff October 9, 2019 

5) Send draft grant elements document input to
Staff in Word with track changes by Friday.

Advisory 
Committee 

October 11, 2019 

6) Follow up with Ann on AC suggestion for
affirmative GSP goal/objectives discussion.

Staff October 2019 

7) Notify AC Members when drilling the five new
shallow wells in Sonoma Valley.

Staff Late October 2019 

Next Meeting:  November 12, 2019, 3:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m., Valley of the Moon Water District, 
19039 Bay Street, El Verano. (NOTE: December 11th 4-6PM Recharge Workshop, Santa Rosa.) 

Sonoma GSA Website: http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/ 

MEETING SUMMARY 

Roll Call, Public Comment 
No public comment. 

Agenda and Meeting Schedule Review 
No changes or comments on the agenda. Next scheduled meeting is November 12th. 
No comments on 2019 meeting schedule. 

One AC member noted conflict on two of the 2020 schedule proposed meeting dates. Staff to 
send the proposed 2020 meeting schedule to AC for input and identification of date conflicts.  

ACTION ITEM:  Staff will send the proposed 2020 meeting schedule to AC for input and 
identification of month of meeting conflicts.  

ACTION ITEM FOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE:  Identify proposed 2020 month of meeting schedule 
date conflicts and provide to staff. 

Approval of September Meeting Summary 
ACTION ITEMS REVIEW: All action items completed 

AC comments on meeting summary: 

http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/
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• Vicki Hill provided written comments to staff - these were editorial changes an d
corrections.

• AC discussed wording for making well information available to the public - the intent i s
to make well “log” information available to the public, as state-required well logs are 
now publicly available with private/personal information redacted.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACTION: The meeting summary for September 2019 was accepted as 
amended by AC members, and approved unanimously as amended. 

ACTION ITEM:  Staff will revise meeting summary based on AC comments and corrections, and 
final summary will be posted online. 

Water Supply Resiliency Discussion 
Advisory Committee and public attendees were provided an overview of current and future 
urban/municipal water supply plans, issues, and initiatives for a resilient future water supply. 
The discussions focused on groundwater, and included imported water that has reduced 
groundwater pumping, but did not include rural domestic and agricultural groundwater supply. 
Presentations were provided by: 

• Alan Gardner, Valley of the Moon Water District
• Colleen Ferguson, City of Sonoma
• Jay Jasperse, Sonoma Water

Alan Gardner, VOMWD 
• VOMWD was formed in 1962 by acquisition of one of the oldest private water

companies in the valley.
• Currently supplies ~27,000 people or 7,200 customers/connections that are monitored

through 5,000 wireless meters and 2,200 mechanical meters.
• 5 active wells - produce 500 acre feet per year total - 1 new well offline.
• 10 water supply tanks – full, as of today.
• 1 tank burned during 2017 fire and is being rebuilt - the estimated cost of repair has

doubled.
• 100% operating equipment is on solar or generator - no power shut-off disruption - as

long as the aqueduct is operational during power shutoffs, we are ok.
• VOMWD customers reduced use by 20% during the drought through conservation.
• 80% of VOMWD water is supplied by Sonoma Water through the aqueduct.
• VOMWD lost its emergency water supply due to the termination of state supply without

notice as a consequence of the closure of Sonoma Developmental Center on July 30th,
and as a result VOMWD now has (1) insufficient emergency fire flow (1500 gpm
required), and (2) only one day of drinking water stored.

• 2 test wells are being explored outside of the SVGSA boundary for the potential of 1
new well.

• Also looking to make agreement with qualifying private wells when aqueduct is down
for emergency supply.
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• One of the active wells is old and VOMWD is now looking for permission to drill a
replacement well, and also looking for government support/funding.

• VOMWD doesn’t qualify for government grants because of skewed income disparities:
o The population group in the area is 10-30% lower income and we hope that the

census data will help us.
o We know we have some homes where there are multi-families in one home (this is

evident due to the high water use in some homes where use has gone up 30% with
no real explanation).

Advisory Committee Questions/Comments for Alan Gardner: 
Question: You said 5 wells - are they deep or shallow? 

Response: They are both shallow and deep and some are both - the new well is deep 
and is not in service yet as the well results were unsatisfactory - both test wells are 
outside GSA boundaries. 

Question: Are any VOMWD wells in depleted zones? 
Response: No, as far as I am aware. 

Question: Are any VOMWD wells in El Verano? 
Response: Not active. We have one new well on Verano Avenue, but that is a 
replacement well of one previously there, and is inactive. 

Question: VOMWD had an opportunity to get more aqueduct water, but didn’t. Would it be 
considered again in the future? 

Response: Contract suggests we should get 40% outside supply. Sonoma Developmental 
Center was the emergency backup plan for water and without that VOMWD needs more 
wells. We have 3200 acre feet committed through the Restructured Agreement for 
Water Supply; using only 2400 acre feet leaves us plenty of room in contract to use 
more. We are hesitant to build reliance to a greater extent until we develop backup 
water.  We also have a bit of a concern that when we need it, it may not be available in 
the summer.  

Question: What is the percentage of conservation? 
Response: 20% and basically maintaining it. 

Question: Can you explain more about wells that pierced both aquifers? 
Response: Two wells were put in by owners of adjacent properties on Arnold Drive with 
8-inch casing, but instead of staying in the shallower aquifer the well driller talked them
into deep wells, even though we told them it wasn’t a good idea. The wells pierced a
number of water producing layers and the wells are screened across all the water
producing layers, cross connecting them all. We know some of the water producing
layers are high in arsenic, and the one well has arsenic much higher that the state
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maximum contaminant level (MCL) for drinking water. The other well, I’m not sure if 
properly constructed, had sand and cascading.  The owners have been trying to resolve 
the issues. The wells also bring upper aquifer water down into the bottom one and have 
diluted the natural iron necessary for filtering for our well. 

Colleen Ferguson, City of Sonoma 
• The City really started with General Vallejo.
• In 1963, the City of Sonoma started purchasing from Sonoma Water.
• Current distribution system for City water is to 11,500 people through 4,400

connections.
• Two large tanks maintain water pressures and store supply.
• There is a moratorium to connections outside city limits, with limited exceptions.
• There are five active City wells that provide approximately 4% of the water supply.
• Water meter technology has been implemented in the city that is hybrid mechanical

with electrical add-on.
• Proposed advanced digital meters could be possible in the future.
• The City has backup generators for all City wells.
• There is a 2 week water supply if there is a break in the aqueduct to supply basic needs

with conservation efforts.
• A new well is needed to maintain capacity during emergencies; it was recommended in

the Water Master Plan.

Advisory Committee Questions/Comments for Colleen Ferguson: 
Question: Can you explain the moratorium with limited exceptions? Also compared with 
VOMWD -- are you concerned with fire pressure? Level of service? 

Response: For water moratorium, there is an exemption from the moratorium for 
landowners with poor water quality (well water is not safe) on ½ acre or less where the 
well cannot be rehabbed for safe water and cannot drill new well. Added stipulation 
that only with LAFCO approval can connect to City water.  If the land is a larger parcel 
the expectation is to drill a new well. The City is also not sure who bought into the 
system many years ago that are outside city limits. The moratorium has been acted on 
several times by city council. It was established in1976, and was updated in 2001 and 
2009. If there were fires, the City could supply basic need, but supply is insufficient for 
fighting fire. We would be in trouble with fire if the aqueduct breaks.  

Question: Is there agreement with VOMWD and the City of Sonoma to share water? 
Response: Yes – probably not a formal agreement. The City talked about doing an 
underground connection in El Verano if we did one but no plans for it.  

Question: How many private wells are there in city limits? 
Response: We do not know. 
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Question: What is the City portion of conservation efforts? 
Response: We are in line with other water contractors at 20% reduction. 

Question: Have you been approached about connecting 8th Street East? 
Response: Would not go through effort unless we know it would be supported by the 
community.  

Jay Jasperse, Sonoma Water 
• Sonoma Water owns and manages the regional wholesale water system.
• Our updated water supply strategy plan is on the Sonoma Water website.
• We are commencing, in coordination with our Water Contractors, to conduct a regional

resiliency study which will provide a better understanding of a complex system of
interconnected infrastructure and allow us to evaluate how these facilities function as a
system if operated without jurisdictional boundaries.

• The study will apply water shortage scenarios termed “stress tests” to assess how our
regional water supply system functions under these conditions in addition to identifying
potential projects and operational modifications to reduce identified vulnerabilities.
There will be two general types of “stress tests”:

1. Seismic events.
2. Climate-based water shortages (droughts)

• We will periodically revisit framework and process.
• Our seismic hazard program, begun in the early 2000’s, is ready to update again - 10

priorities listed, of which many are complete or are in progress.
o Rogers Creek fault crossing (completed): We received a FEMA grant to stiffen pipe

across the fault.
o Soil stabilization at the Russian River Diversion Structure (completed).
o Isolation valves (completed): We can now turn off the pipe to isolate problem areas

and not lose pressure.
o Creek crossings are important areas of focus currently with projects in the planning

stages.
o Sonoma Booster Station (in design):  There are four pumps to keep pressure up in

Sonoma Valley with seismic retrofits and permanent generators as backup power
supply.

o Continuing to learn more with more data collection and analysis. For example, we
recently identified the Bennett Valley fault zone as a new challenge.

Advisory Committee Questions/Comments for Jay Jasperse: 
Question:  Overall Water Supply Strategies - where is the groundwater mentioned? 

Response: SGMA shows up in a few of them - there is no single strategy for 
SGMA/groundwater, although it is woven in and telescopes down into several 
strategies. Strategy two includes recycled water. 
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Question:  Where are the faults? 
Response:  Bennet Valley fault zone, by Sonoma Booster Station near Spring 
Lake/Highway 12/Channel Drive. The Rodgers Creek fault is at Sonoma Avenue. 

Comment:  In looking at the risk to this area, Sonoma Water has already taken care of booster 
station and hardened the intake wall on Russian River so VOMWD’s concern (aqueduct failing) 
would be primarily related to failures at creek crossings. 

Response:  Yes, but we also have more work to do on the Russian River diversion 
system. Regional resiliency – I would think - advocate to look at failure of aqueduct and 
lack of resiliency and what would happen. 

Comment:  It seems like you have enough storage for Sonoma Valley. 
Response (Alan Gardner): You need to make sure that storage is full.  
Response (Jay Jasperse): From engineering standpoint, we (Sonoma Valley) are on a 
dead end - looping the system from Sonoma Valley west to the Petaluma Aqueduct 
would make the system resilient and should be looked at in the future.  

Alan Gardner noted that VOMWD has reorganized how water flows, and as long as we have 
water we can move it to any part of the district. 

Comment: Increasing recycled water use for Agriculture could recharge groundwater in winter 
at south end of Sonoma. 

Response (Colleen Ferguson): ASR Project and groundwater banking are also resiliency 
options. 

• A handout was provided at the meeting that included the main technical elements of
the proposed grant.

• Background on grant is time sensitive item; the grant application must be submitted by
November 1st.

• Opportunity from California Department of Water Resources Round 3 of SGMA grant
funding. GSAs throughout the state are eligible and the grant solicitation is focused on
the development and implementation of GSP’s through Proposition 68.

• There is $47 million available statewide and each GSA/basin in Sonoma County is eligible
for $1 million per GSA/basin, based on the previous round and Round 3 criteria.

AC Comment: The America’s Water Infrastructure Act (AWIA) requires water resiliency planning 
and defines resilience as “the ability of a community water system or an asset of a community 
water system to adapt to or withstand the effects of a malevolent act or natural hazard without 
interruption to the asset’s or system’s function, or if the function is interrupted, to rapidly 
return to a normal operating condition.” 

Proposition 68 Grant Proposal - Marcus Trotta 
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• There is a short time frame to complete projects in the grant, as the results from the
proposed grant work need to be incorporated into the GSP, so each project would have
to be done before 2022.

• As a result, the proposed grant application will focus on projects with high level of
certainty, and which have few barriers such as permits needed and land access.

• Also we want to select projects that could be shared across basins - bigger regional-
benefit. There is a unique opportunity with three GSAs to have commonality in the work
we are doing regionally.

• The handout is broken down to have separate components; we are not just proposing
one big project.

• Note: we could receive funding at lower level than we request.
• Identified data gaps and data needs for the proposed projects come from previously

developed groundwater documents including the USGS studies, voluntary groundwater
management plan, and the initial draft GSP subsections.

Proposed components to the grant application include: 

1) Monitoring Network Enhancement
• Three to four, 400-600 feet deep, multi-level groundwater monitoring wells to be

installed in each basin, at locations indicated on handout maps to help fill data gaps
in each basin.

• Selected highest priority well locations on maps.
• Cost approximately $500,000-$600,000 per basin.

2) Improved Rural Groundwater Use Estimates and Integration of Land Use and Well
Permitting Data Management

• This would provide Permit Sonoma funding to implement recommendations
from the Sonoma Valley Ad-Hoc on Well Permitting.

• Permit Sonoma drafted the language, which includes the following elements:
2A - Modification of the Permit Sonoma well permitting process and database.
2B - Update Permit Sonoma groundwater monitoring and data management
program.
2C - Improve database for parcel specific scale/base, to better identify and track,
integrate all water use estimates going forward.
2D – Develop Groundwater User Registration Attributes and Tools.

This effort would help accomplish the following countywide and in all three SGMA 
basins: 

• Collect improved data and streamline data management and public availability.
• Better identify and track, integrate any water use estimates going forward.
• Developing procedures and policies to share with GSA.
• Set up Permit Sonoma database for well user registration and tracking program.
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3) Rural Residential Community Engagement
• This component will focus on hard-to-reach rural residential landowners in the

three basins.
• Fee studies and registration program cause for concern for many well owners, so

the goal is to develop and implement strategy that educates people about the
GSA and need for sustainable management.

• Development and implementation of a public outreach campaign.

4) Field Investigations
a. Seepage Runs for Surface Water/Groundwater Interaction - Santa Rosa Plain.

b. Ground-Based Surface Geophysical Pilot - Petaluma and Sonoma Valleys.
Conduct a geophysics pilot study in southern portion of basin map/monitor saline
intrusion in different areas – other basins have used airborne (helicopter-based)
geophysical mapping. Prior to proposing the more expensive airborne survey over
the larger (30-40 mile square tidal marshland area) underlain by brackish
groundwater, the pilot study is intended to test out the feasibility of the geophysical
technology for Sonoma Valley’s specific hydrogeologic and water quality conditions.

Advisory Committee Questions/Comments for Marcus: 
Question: For each task/component in grant application, do you have to provide timeline 
schedule? 

Response: Yes. 

Question: Does the State choose which parts of the grant application are implemented? 
Response: No - but may come back with lower number of funding for scope, and then we would 
select the parts to implement. 

Comment: Would be great if we got money for Permit Sonoma. 

Comment:  
• There is a new environmental non-profit organization document out that proposes an

approach with steps for the GSA/GSP to address depletion of surface water as required
under SGMA

• Sonoma Ecology Center would like to look at resources to do that, to look at surface
water connections since we have so many here.

• The Environmental Defense Fund is the document sponsor.
• Link to document (provided after meeting by AC Member via email)

https://www.edf.org/sites/default/files/documents/edf_california_sgma_surface_water.pdf 

ACTION ITEM FOR STAFF:  Provide AC Members Word version of proposed grant application 
technical components tomorrow (October 9th).  

https://www.edf.org/sites/default/files/documents/edf_california_sgma_surface_water.pdf
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ACTION ITEM FOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE:  Provide comments to Staff on proposed grant 
application technical elements by Friday October 11th.  

Sustainable Management Criteria - Marcus Trotta 
• Follow up to last meeting and had a deep dive in to significant and unreasonable effects.
• Sent out key data set information needs document.
• Got great comments from committee.
• Made document broad as information was applicable from all basins.
• Prioritize data sets early on.
• By seeing broader set of comments it was helpful. It was nice to see all the AC

comments - very helpful to compare.

Comment: Appreciate AC Member mention of stream flow- but saltwater intrusion has me 
thinking- how do you stop the march of seawater up the valley- is it possible to reverse 
seawater intrusion? 

Response: Yes- once seawater moves in – it can take a long time to move out. But it is 
also about replenishing freshwater- groundwater use/recharge. Not seeing any evidence 
of seawater moving into basin based on available data. Its more brackish or older water 
we see in wells.  

Comment: You can do injection wells along the coast? 
Response: Yes, this is done in some areas, but better characterization and monitoring is 
first course - develop better information.  

Comment: You can keep intrusion at bay in places like Orange County using injection wells. In a 
basin like this with lots of fine layers of sediment, would this work? 

Response: Further study and characterization would be needed in order to fully 
evaluate.  A better correlation to Sonoma Valley would be the central coast, such as 
Salinas or Pajaro Valley.  

Comment: Of the projects I’m familiar with, you can’t recover from seawater intrusion. 
Response: It depends on how you define it: You can pump it out and replenish. 

Comment: What is the use of it? Consumption? 
Response: In southern California, they are using recycled water and pumping back into 
ground to create hydraulic barrier to seawater intrusion.  

Comment: Has recycled water use by agriculture helped? 
Response: Yes, it’s raised up local groundwater levels and could help out on a larger-
scale pending storage and availability when needed. Hope we can get to place where it 
helps all. 
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Comment: Goal-oriented data is needed. 

Comment: One possible measure/tool is old shallow wells that were once productive and are 
no longer productive.  At some point in past there was usable ground water. Would like to see 
them work again. 

Response: Reviewed sustainability indicators at the last meeting; it was an initial 
discussion and we captured that discussion in the handout.  

Comment: Who determines what significant is? 
Response: SGMA requires a qualitative goal (sustainability goal) that must be backed up 
by measurable thresholds and objectives. 

Comment: (Sustainability) Goals should come first. 

Comment: If we want to have affirmative GSP instead of just avoiding catastrophe, doesn’t 
sustainability plan determine that? Nothing in SGMA says we have to make it better- just 
sustain it.  

Response: Staff can bring examples of different levels for consideration, which can then 
be discussed in terms of feasibility, cost and potential impacts to different stakeholders 
and beneficial uses and users of groundwater. 

Comment: How are we going to do that – to get to objective? People will want to push line back 
down. There is a lot of uncertainty around this. Ag and commercial uses are easier to quantify.  

Comment: The key is to satisfy people that the data we are using is established. We have good 
accurate data.  

Response: For SMCs at each monitor point, we do need to have an aspirational 
goal/desirable result, which is the measurable objective.  We also need to have 
minimum threshold - where you don’t want basin to be.  

Comment: Do we have agenda time to discuss affirmative goals? 
Response: In general we will make time at future meetings - not today. 

Comment: Do any of the positive or negative targets deserve an ad hoc? Or do we discuss it all 
here? 

Response: As we start getting into the process, if it looks like an ad-hoc will be helpful 
and efficient, we can look at developing one.  The sustainability goal is something you 
finalize after you have done all of the work in setting undesirable results and other 
SMCs.  However, we can look at drafting an initial sustainability goal to help guide the 
advisory committee’s considerations for SMCs.  

Comment: If we discussed as a whole then have staff formulate options - what it would take in 
terms of projects.  Give us top level feasibility of what you thought - then we can drill down and 
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come to agreement at end. We need something to work with - to confirm terms - measurable 
objectives. 

Response: This is an iterative process - there’s more steps after this. 

Question: When do you have to have measurable object and minimum thresholds defined? Is it 
6 months from now?  

Response: We are still refining - really just beginning - we will be developing (SMCs) the 
better part of next year calendar. 

Administrator/Plan Manager/Legislative Update 
Marcus Trotta provided a technical update: 

• Shallow monitor wells - Five planned in Sonoma Valley near creeks & streams – will start
getting drilled in a couple weeks, late October. Marcus will let AC know so they can view
process.

• There is the agriculture group, SAVE, that has presented before to the GSA Board. They
are actively working with Dr. Phil Bachand and are interested in getting better
information and advancing on-farm recharge projects.

• Dr. Bachand will present at the recharge workshop in December.

Question: About people on large properties wanting to do recharge projects - they are very 
interested in doing them, is there a process to do it? How would they go about it? 

Response: This workshop could help with info -- we have also put interested landowners 
in touch with Sonoma RCD. 

Question: Would that only work in a shallow well? Not in deep aquifer where there is clay? 
Response: Whether surficial recharge, such as on-farm projects, would benefit a deeper 
aquifer depends upon subsurface conditions.  However, recharging a shallow aquifer 
can provide other SGMA-relevant benefits such as streamflow contributions. 

Tim Parker provided a brief Legislative/Administrative Update: 
• State water resilient portfolio – asking for input - draft due out end of October/early

November - then will take public comment
• SB 19 Dodd - stream gauges - was signed by the Governor.

Comment: DWR funding Spanish outreach in Sonoma Valley - from the Disadvantaged 
Community meeting - thanks to Fred Allebach who speaks Spanish fluently for being there and 
translating. 

ACTION ITEM FOR STAFF:  Notify AC Members when drilling the five new shallow wells in 
Sonoma Valley. 

No public comment. 
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MEETING ATTENDEES 

Advisory Committee Members 

Present 
Fred Allebach 
Jim Bundschu 
Greg Carr 
Caitlin Cornwall 
Vicki Hill 
Craig Lichty 
Steve Wolf  

Absent 
Norman Gilroy 
Ken Johnson 
Taylor Serres 
Matt Stornetta 
Jane Whitsett  

Staff 
Ann DuBay, SV GSA Administrator 
Jay Jasperse, Plan Manager 
Marcus Trotta, Sonoma Water 
Andrea Rodriguez, Sonoma Water 
Tim Parker, Facilitator, Parker Groundwater 
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